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Abstract 
It is well known that the generating function for tableaux of a given skew shape with r rows 
where the parts in the ith row are bounded by some nondecreasing upper and lower bounds 
which depend on i can be written in the form of a determinant of size r. We show that the 
generating function for tableaux of a given skew shape with r rows and c columns where the 
parts in the ith row are bounded by nondecreasing upper and lower bounds which depend on 
i and the parts in thejth column are bounded by nondecreasing upper and lower bounds which 
depend on j can also be given in determinantal form. The size of the determinant now is r + 2c. 
We also show that determinants can be obtained when the nondecreasingness i  dropped. 
Subsequently, analogous results are derived for (~,fl)-plane partitions. 
Keywords:  Tableaux; Generating functions; Plane partitions; Nonintersecting lattice paths 
1. Introduction and definitions 
Let 2=(21 . . . . .  2,) and/'/=(]'/1 . . . . .  ~r)  be r-tupels of integers satisfying 21/> ... ~>2r, 
p~ >~ ... ~>#,, and 2~>/t, meaning 2~>/~i for all i. A tableau of shape 2//~ is an array rt 
7~1,/~1 + 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  711,,11 
/172,ta2+1 ""~2,#z+l  . . . . . . . . . .  7 [2 ,22 
.. .. (1.1) 
7It, ~.r + 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7Cr,). r 
of intergers ni~, 1 ~< i ~< r, #i + 1 ~<j ~< 2~, such that the rows are weakly and the columns 
are strictly increasing. The number of entries in the tableau in (1.1) is 
(21- /~1)+ "'" +(2, - /z , ) ,  for which we write [3.-/~1. The entries will be called parts of 
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the tableau. The sum of all parts of a tableau rc is called the norm, in symbols n(r0, of 
the tableau. 
In order to make 2 and # unique, we always assume that p, = 0. Sometimes we will 
call 21 the width, and r the depth of a shape 2/#. I f#=0 we write in short 2 for the 
shape 2/#. 
The weight w(rr) of a tableau n under consideration will be I] x~,j where the product 
is over all parts ~t~ of re. 
It is well known (cf. [2, 4, 5, 8]) that the generating function y, w(n) summed over all 
tableaux rc of 2//t where the parts in row i are at most a~ and at least bl for some 
r-tuples a = (al ..... a~) and b = (bl .. . . .  b~) satisfying al ~< a2 ~< " ' "  ~< at, bl ~< b2 ~<'" ~< b,, 
and a >~ b, can be written in the form of an r × r-determinant, 
det (ha.-~-.,+,(x;as,bt)). 
I<~s.t<~r 
where h,(x; A, B) is the complete homogeneous symmetric function of order n in the 
variables XB, Xn + 1, "", XA, 
h,(x; A, B):= ~ Xh Xi2"" Xi,. 
B<~il <~i2<~ ... <~in<~A 
A natural generalization of this problem is to ask for the generating function ~ w(n) 
for tableaux with row bounds and column bounds, to be precise, for the generating 
function for tableaux of shape 2/# where the parts in row i are at most a~ and 
at least bi, and the parts in column j are at most cj and at least dj, for some 
tupels a=(a l  . . . . .  a,), b=(b l  . . . . .  b,), c=(c l  . . . . .  c~,), and d=(dt  . . . . .  d~,) satisfying 
al <~a2 <~ ... ~a , ,  bl ~b2 <~ ... <<.b,, c1<<.c2 <~ ... ~c~,,  dt <~d2~ ... <~d~, a>~b, and 
c ~> d. In Theorem 1 we show that this generating function can also be written in the 
form of a determinant whose entries are complete homogeneous symmetric functions. 
The size of the determinant is r+221, i.e. it is the depth plus twice the width of the 
shape. Also in Section 2, from this theorem we deduce determinant formulas for the 
norm generating function of (~, fl)-reverse plane partitions (which are generalizations 
of tableaux, cf. Section 2 for the definition) with row and column bounds, thus 
obtaining Corollary 2. Finally, in Section 3 we show how to get determinants if the 
monotonicity of the row and column bounds is dropped. Now in adverse choices of 
the shape and the row and column bounds, the size of the determinant might explode. 
2. Monotone row and column bounds 
Recall [3, 4] that a tableau n of shape 2/# with the parts in row i being at most ai 
and at least bi can be bijectively mapped onto a family (P1 ..... Pr) of nonintersecting 
lattice paths. 'Nonintersecting' in this context means that each two paths of this family 
have no point in common. This correspondence maps the ith row of ~ to the ith path 
Pi in the family such that Pi starts at ( la~+r+l - i ,b~)  and terminates at 
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1 _< 4 6 6__6J_<8 
3< 5 7 9 <9 ~ 
6 < 6 8 9 11 < 12 
.p~z.~ L • " t  
Fig. 1. 
(2~ + r + 1 --i, a~), and such that the parts of the ith row can be read off the heights of 
the horizontal steps in P~. Fig. 1 gives a simple example for r=3,  2=(5,4,4), 
p=(2,  1,0), a=(8,9, 12), and b=(1, 3,61. 
The condition that n has strictly increasing columns corresponds to the condition 
that the paths are nonintersecting. In addition, this bijection is weight-preserving if we 
define the weight of a family ~=(P1  ..... P,) of paths to be 
w(~)  = 1-[ x. ,  
where the product is over the heights h of all the horizontal steps of the paths. 
We want to compute the generating function ~ w(g) for tableaux g of shape 2/# 
where the parts in row i are at most ai and at least bl, i= 1,2 ..... r, and the parts in 
column j are at most cj and at least d r, j=  1,2 ..... 21. Note that we always assume 
/~r=0 so that there are lower and upper bounds for each column. To abbreviate the 
notation, for these tableaux we shall often use the terminology tableaux which obey the 
row bounds a, b and the column bounds e, d, or even shorter tableaux obeying a, b, e, d, 
always assuming that a and b are the upper and lower row bounds while e and d are 
the upper and lower column bounds, respectively. 
A simple trick enables us to use nonintersecting paths for this generalized problem 
also. This is accomplished by adding 221 'dummy paths' of length 0. In fact, tableaux 
n of shape 2/# obeying a,b,e,d bijectively correspond to families (P1 ..... Pr, 
Pr+l  . . . . .  Pr+2~.I) of nonintersecting lattice paths where for i=1 ..... r by using the 
Gessel/Viennot bijection the path P~ is obtained from the ith row of n respecting the 
row bounds a and b, P~:(#~+r+l- i ,  b l )~(2g+r+l - i ,  ai), while the paths Pi, 
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I--- r + 1 ..... r + 221, are dummy paths of length 0, the starting and final points of which 
are given below. 
Pl:( l '+M(l ') ,dr-1)--- ,( l '+M(l ') ,dr-1),  I=r+l  ..... r+21, 
with l' = l -  r, and 
Pl:(l"+A(l"),cv,+l)--*(l"+A(l"),Cr,+l), I=r+2x+l  ..... r+221, 
with l "= l - r -21 .  The auxiliary functions M and A are defined by 
M(I)= ~ z(l>laj) and A(I)= ~ Z(I>2j), 
j=1  j= l  
where Z(d) is the usual truth function (g (d)= 1 if d is true, and X(d)= 0 otherwise). 
Fig. 2 gives an example for this correspondence with r = 4, 2 = (8, 6, 4, 3),/L = (3, 2, 0, 0), 
a=(10, 12, 13, 13), b=(1, 1,2, 3), c=(6, 6,9, 10, 11, 11, 12, 12), d=(2,2, 3, 3,4,6,7). 
One easily gets convinced that Pr+ 1, ..., P,+~I force Px, ..., P, to stay above them, 
and, analogously, that P,+al +1, .-., P,+ 2a, force P1 .... , P, to stay below them; other- 
wise (PI ..... P~, Pr+ 1 ..... P~+2~,) would not be nonintersecting. But that means that 
the corresponding tableau obeys the column bounds d and c. 
Now, since we have reduced our tableau counting problem to the problem of 
counting families of nonintersecting paths, we may apply the main theorem of Gessel 
and Viennot. 
Proposition 1 (Gessel and Viennot [4, Section 2]). The generating.function y~ w(~)for 
families ~ = (Px, ..-, P,) of nonintersectimj paths, where Pi runs from (Ci, Di) to (Ai, Bi), 
is given by 
det (hAs_ct(x;Bs, D,)), (1.2) 
1 ~<s,t~<n 
whenever the location of the points (Ai, Bi),(Ci, Di), i= 1 ..... n, guarantees the following 
property: Let the path Q~, i= 1, ..., n, start at (Ci, D~) and terminate at any of the points 
(A j, Bj),j = 1 ..... n. If(Q1 ..... Q,) is a family of nonintersectin9 lattice paths, then for all 
i= 1 ..... n the path Qi terminates at (Ai, Bi). 
This yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let a, b, c, d be as above. The generating function 7£ w(g) for tableaux ~z of 
shape 2/tt where the parts in row i are at most a~ and at least bi, and the parts in column 
j are at most cj and at least dj is given by 
det (has-c,(x;B,,Dt)), (1.3) 
I ~s,t<~r+221 
where Ai, Bi, Ci, Di are displayed in Table 1. 
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l<~i<<,r r+ l<~i<~r+21 r+21+l<~i<~r+221 
i '= i - - r  i "= i - - r - - Jh  
A~ 2 i+r+l - - i  i '+M( i ' )  i "+A( i " )  
Bi ai d i, - 1 c r , + I 
Ci / t i+r+ 1--i i '+M( i '}  i "+A( i " )  
D i b i d i, -- 1 c c , + 1 
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Setting xi--qi for all i, we obtain as a corollary the norm generating function for 
tableaux with row and column bounds. 
Corollary 1. Let a, b, c, d be as in Theorem 1. The generating function Y~ q"~") for tableaux 
shape 2/!~ where the the parts in row i are at most ai and at least bi, and the parts in 
column j are at most cj and at least dj is given by 
1<..~.t<.r+2~, L Bs- -Dt  ' 
where A~, B~, Ci, D~ are displayed in Table 1. The q-binomial coefficient is defined by 
LkJ 
if n >1 k >. O, and 0 otherwise. 
Applying this result to tableaux of shape (8, 6, 4, 3)/(3, 2,0,0) obeying 
a=(10, 12, 13, 13), b=(1, 1,2,3), e=(6, 6,9, 10, 11, 11, 12, 12), and d=(2,2, 3, 3, 3,4,6, 7), 
a typical example of which is displayed in Fig. 2, we obtain that the norm generating 
function for the 196.650.160 tableaux of this type is given by 
q63 + 7q64 -4- 31 q65 + 108 q66 + 318q 67 -k- 830q 6s + 1967q 69 + 4309q v° + 8825q vl 
+ 17054q 71 + 31300q v3 + 54857qVa + 92202q v5 + 149150q v6 
+ 232896q vv + 351926q 7s + 515736 q79 + 734334qSO 
+ 1017550q sl + 1374118q s /+ 1810680q s3 + 2330671 qS4 
+ 2933374q ss + 3613028 qS6 + 4358418 qS7 + 5152677 qSS 
+ 5973797 q89 -4- 6795371 q9O -k- 7588103 q91 
+ 8321344q 92 + 8965234q 93 + 9492509 q94 + 9880603 q9s + 10112996q 96 
+ 10180583q 9v + 10081990q 9s + 9823778q 99 + 9419561q1°° 
+ 8889120q a°l + 8256606q 1°2 + 7549054q 1°3 + 67943 lOq 1°4 
+ 6019584q 1°5 + 5249728 qlO6 + 4506378ql°V + 3806938qlOS 
+ 3164499 q1°9 + 2587580q 1 lO + 2080681 ql x I + 1644535 q112 
+ 1277020q 11 z + 973600qa 14 + 728280ql 15 + 534013 q116 
+383492qXlT+269382qXlS+ 184885q119+ 123772q 12° 
+ 80708 q 121 + 51140q 122 + 31435q 12a + 18679q 124 + 10708 q 12s 
+ 5890q 116 + 3102q 12v + 1549q 12s + 733q 129 + 322q 13° + 132q TM +48q la2 
+ 16q la3+4q13'~+q 135. 
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Corollary 1 can be generalized in the following way. Call an array ft of the form ( I. l ) 
an (:t, fl)-reverse plane partition of shape 2/# if 
~i j -~-~i , j+ l ,  l <~i<~r, IAi+ l <~j<).i, 
[1.5) 
frij+[1<<.fti+l,~, l<. i<r,  #i+l~j<21+l .  
This definition comprises everal classes of reverse plane partitions. In particular, 
tableaux are (0, 1)-reverse plane partitions. 
Given a tableau ~ of shape 2//t, the transformation 
~ij ~ ~ij + i(fl -- 1) -t-jo~, 
applied to every part ~hi of n, maps rc to an (2, [1)-reverse plane partition. Clearly, this 
mapping is a bijection between tableaux and (~,[1)-reverse plane partitions. This 
bijection does not preserve w(rO nor the norm n(~). But for the norm we have the 
simple assertion that the norm of the (c~, [1)-reverse plane partition which is obtained 
from a certain tableau under this transformation differs from the norm of this tableau 
by 5~ ( i ( f l -  1)+j~), where the sum is over all i,j with 1 <~i~r and #i+ 1 ~J~J - i '  This 
quantity only depends on the shape 2/# and not on the tableau involved. Therefore, 
using this bijection it is an easy task to transfer Corollary 1 to the more general case of 
(~,[1)-reverse plane partitions. One only has to find out how the row and column 
bounds change under this transformation. 
Corollary 2. Let a, b be r-tuples and c, d be 21-tuples of integers satisfying 
ai-t-~:(2i+ l - - J ' i ) -k - ( f l - -1)~ai+ l '  bi-t-°~(#i+ l -12 i )+( f l -1 )~b i+ l' (1.6) 
ci+(fl--1)(2'i+l--2'i)+~<<.ci+l, di+(f l -1)( I t i+l-#~)+~<~di+l.  
The generating function y. q"t~ for (c~, [1)-reverse plane partitions ff of shape 2~It where the 
last part in row i is at most al and the first part in row i is at least bl, and where the 
downmost part in columnj is at most cj and the uppermost part in columnj is at least d j, is 
.qiven by 
t <_~.,~r+2~, 1_ Bs--Dt ' (1.7) 
where Ai, Bi, Ci, Di are displayed in Table 2. 2'/~' is the conjugate shape oJ2/~. 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 immediately can be used for column-strict 
plane partitions and (~t, fl)-plane partitions (cf. [5] ), respectively, since rotation by 180 
turns them into tableaux and (2,fl)-reverse plane partitions, respectively. 
(2) Very often the size of the determinant can be reduced by ignoring superfluous 
paths. (In Fig. 2 Ps ,P6 ,P lv ,P19,P20 are superfluous.) Also, the entries in the 
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Table 2 
1 <~i~<r r+ 1 <~i<~r+21 r+2a + 1 ~<i~<r +2).1 
i '=i--r i"=i--r--J. 1 
A~ J . i+r+ 1--i i'+M(i') i"+A(i") 
Bi ai--(fl-- 1)i--~J.i d i . - ( f l -  1)(ffl, + 1) -~ i ' -  1 Cc,-( f l -  1)2'c,-O~i"-l- 1 
Ci /q+r+l - i  i'+M(i') i"+A(i") 
Di b i - - ( f l - l ) i - : t (#i+l)  dr - ( f l - l ) ( f f i ,+ l ) -~ i , ' - I  ci,,--(fl--1)2'i,,-ed"+l 
determinant can be reduced by replacing ai by min {al, ca, }, and bi by max {bi, du, + 1}- 
For a rectangular shape (c r) it is easily seen that after these manipulations Pr+ 1 and 
P,+ 2c are always superfluous so that in this case the size of the determinant in fact is at 
most r + 2c -  2. 
(3) Reflection in the main diagonal turns an (c~, fl)-reverse plane partition of shape 
,;t//~ into an (fl, c0-reverse plane partition of shape 2'//~'. Therefore the norm generating 
function for (c~,fl)-reverse plane partitions of a given rectangular shape (c ') and 
with given row and column bounds can be computed in two different ways using 
Corollary 2. The first way is to use Corollary 2 directly, thus (by Remark 2) obtaining 
a determinant of size (r + 2c-2).  Or, secondly, one could use the reflection which 
exchanges c~ and fl, r and c, a and c, and b and d, and then apply Corollary 2 with these 
new parameters. This time a determinant of size (c + 2r -  2) is obtained. Therefore, in 
order to minimize the size of the determinant, one should first check whether /> c or 
not, in the first case use Corollary 2 directly, in the latter Corollary 2 should be used 
only after first having performed the reflection. With a skew shape, in general 
Corollary 2 will not be applicable in two ways as described above because after the 
reflection the new bounds might not satisfy (1.6). But as will be seen later, it is possible 
to give a determinant for the 'reflected' problem, also. 
(4) Of course, our formula can also be used if there are bounds only on three sides. 
In fact, in this case the determinants in Theorem 1 or Corollaries 1, 2 trivially reduce 
to determinants of size r+2~. It should be noted that three bound counting for 
rectangular shapes has been considered earlier by Chorneyko and Zing [1,9, 
Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.2]. Using the Narayana/Mohanty (cf. [7]) method of success- 
ively building up determinants, they derived eterminants for the number of rectangu- 
lar tableaux with bounds a, b, c or a, b, d, respectively. However, Chorneyko and Zing's 
determinants slightly differ from our q = 1 results. But they can also be explained by 
nonintersecting lattice paths. These determinants correspond to a slightly different 
choice of the dummy paths. For example, to obtain Chorneyko and Zing's 
determinant in the (a, b, d)-case for a shape (c ~) [9, Theorem 1.2.1], one had to take 
the dummy paths Pz:(l, bl-1)--*(l, max{bl ,dt_,}- l ) ,  /=r+l  ..... r+c, instead of 
Pt:(l, d r - , -  1)--*(/, d l - , -  1). The corresponding picture of a typical example is given in 
Fig. 3. Clearly, the dummy paths in Fig. 3 have just the same effect as those in Fig. 2. 
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2 4< 4_< 5< 
1< 3 4 6 7 <8 
3< 5 5 7 9 <9 
6 < 6 8 9 11 < 12 
I ) 
Fig. 3. 
We decided to take paths of length 0 because this choice causes the entries in the 
determinant to become smaller. 
3. Unrestricted row and column bounds 
It turns out that even if we drop the condition of the bounds being nondecreas- 
ing, the generating functions for tableaux can be given in determinantal form. Let 
a, b be arbitrary r-tupels of integers and c, d be arbitrary 21-tupels of integers only 
satisfying a>~b and e>~d. We want to compute the generating function for tableaux 
of shape 2/# where the parts in row i are at most ai and at least bi, and the parts 
in column j are at most c~ and at least d~. Since now a formula for the entries of the 
resulting determinant would involve very clumsy expressions, it is more convenient 
to only give a rough description of the procedure which finally leads to the deter- 
minantal formula. Moreover, as will be seen later, it is better not to rigorously stick 
to a formula because very often in the last step of this procedure the size of the 
determinant can be significantly reduced, which would not be observed when a 
general formula is directly used. 
Let us give a sketch of this procedure, which is performed in four steps. First, 
consider the case 2=(5,4, 3),/~=(20,0), a=(14, 10, 13), b=(4, 1,4), c=(6, 8, 16, 15, 12), 
d= (2, 7, 1, 7, 5) which is illustrated on the left-hand side of Fig. 4. 
Obviously, some entries in a, b, c, or d, respectively, could be replaced by greater 
respectively smaller ones without changing the set of tableaux obeying these bounds. 
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2< 7< I_< 7_< 5< 2-< 7-< 4-< 7-< 7_< 
first step 
1< -<ao - - *  2-< -<1o 
4-< -< 13 4_< -< 13 
_<6 -<8 -<16 -<15 -<12 -<6 -<8 -<13 -<10 -<12 
Fig. 4. 
For example, d5=5 could be replaced by 7, ax= t4 by 12, etc. Formally, we may 
replace a by d, b by b, .... where 
~ min{ai, ai+, ..... a~,} 21+1=21, 
d i=(min{a i ,  " ' 2i+1 <)~i, 
'max{b,; ..... bi - l ,b i} ,  lai-1 =Pl, 
~ i=(  max {bi,.du,+ l} /~i-1 > Pl, 
_ fmin{ci ,c ,+,  ..... c~:} ~.;+1=2'i, 
c i=(min{c i ,a2 :} ,  2'i+1 < )~'i, 
~/i=fmax{d,,+,~ - .....d,_a,d,}, ~;- ,=~,  
( max {di,'b~; + l}, la;-1 > l~;. 
In our example, this normalization of the bounds is displayed on the right-hand side 
of Fig. 4. 
In the second step (see Fig. 5), tableaux of shape 2/# obeying ti, b, ?, dare interpreted 
as families of lattice paths as was done before in order to prove Theorem 1. 
But now there are not enough dummy paths to guarantee that every family of 
nonintersecting paths corresponds to a tableau of the desired type. Therefore, in the 
third step we have to insert additional dummy paths to build up 'barriers' at some 
places. Let us consider the starting points S~,S~+, of the paths Pi, P~+, which 
correspond to the ith and (i+ 1)th row of the tableau, respectively. Depending on 
which of the relations ~i~--[.~i+l, b~<<.bi+a, du,<~bi hold or not, we obtain four cases 
which are schematically described in Fig. 6. The boldface dots different from S~ and 
S~ +, indicate the dummy paths which were inserted uring Step 2. The circles indicate 
the dummy paths which have to be added to build up barriers which prevent 
P~+ ~ from going below Pi or not obeying d, respectively. Only in Case 1 nothing has to 
be done. Considering the end points of P~ and P~+~, dummy paths are added in an 
analogous manner in order to guarantee that the corresponding tableau is of the 
desired type. The result of this third step applied to our example is the family of paths 
on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. 
Finally, in the fourth step we look for paths which are superfluous. These 
subsequently are dropped. In the right-hand-side family of lattice paths in Fig. 5 the 
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2< 7-< 4< 7_< 7-< 
-< 4 9 9 ]<12 
i 
< 3 7 7 10 _< 10 
< 4 8 8 < 13 
<6 <8 <13 <10 <12 
J, second step 
- . . . - - . .  i i ! iiii i • - - ? - . o .  ( )  
. . .  . : : : t  "('~: t 
O F ~..~7~ ~ e ° thirds)tep O ~ ~7.~.7.~ ~ e e 
• r r " r "  " t t ' ' t  o°  
• • • • • • f F O • l' • • 
• t -~ , (o ) .  • • . 
• 6 . (e ) .  • • • 
Fig. 5. 
superfluous paths are put into parentheses. (It should be observed that paths should 
only be dropped sequentially because the same path could be superfluous with respect 
to some set of paths which already has been dropped but not superfluous with respect 
to another set. There can be several different sets of paths which can be legitimately 
dropped. One will choose that one which causes the corresponding determinant to
become as 'small' as possible.) 
Now Proposition 1 can be applied thus again obtaining a determinant for the 
generating function. In our running example (Figs. 4 and 5) this procedure yields that 
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] o ° 
Si+ ~t'! o 
] +t~-a ° ! ! S~ o 
S- 











° F 0 S. 
0 • ! o 
0 • 
0 0 
0 Si 0 
Case 3: d~i <bi>b~+1 Case 4: d~i >bi>bi+1 
Fig. 6. 
there are 17.163 tableaux of the desired type, the norm generating function of which is 
given by 
q62-.F6q63+21q64+55q6~-F l18q66+221q67-.F372q6S+572q69+812q7° 
+ 1072q 71 + 1322q 72 + 1530q 73 + 1665q 74 + 1707q 75 + 1650q 76 
+ 1503q 77 + 1290q 7s + 1041q 79 + 789q a° 
+ 561q8 x + 373qa2 + 231 q83 
+ 132q a4 + 69q 85 + 32q s6 + 13q a7 + 4qaa + q89. 
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Of course, with the help of this procedure the norm generating function for 
(~,/l)-plane partitions or (~,/~)-reverse plane partitions of shape 2/# which obey 
arbitrary a, b, c, d, can also be computed by transforming the problem to the corres- 
ponding tableaux problem. 
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